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Brief History

‘Bollywood Directory’ started its journey with AVS Webs Pvt. Ltd. and became
available online since 2008. Now on high demand from aspiring talents, established
artists, production houses, film makers etc., it published the Mega Print Edition in
2014. Bollywood Directory Annual Edition 2014 was published in October’ 2015.

Scope and Coverage

Bollywood Directory with more than 20,000 listings of Indian cinema/glamour
industry covers information of every person and concern, every product & facility
dealing with films, television, media, entertainment, glamour, etc. along with their
address, telephone, mobile, website and e-mail made available. It provides
information on a lot of categories including total numbers of each category. Some of
those are action director, advertising director / producer agency, art gallery, artist
(female), artist (male), auditorium, casting director, CD production company,
choreographer, cinema hall, cinematographer, coordinator (Jr. artist), crew and so on.

Kind of Information

All the categories show total number of entries under each of them (total numbers
are given in brackets). Such as :

Under each category, contact details are given in list formats. As for example, entries
under ‘Hair Stylist’ category shows result as below :

Information on how to give advertise in the website are also provided. In that case
information are given on Bollywood tariff plans, mode of payment, important
contact details etc.
Tariff for Bollywood directory is provided in a tabular format including information
on position and amount both in Rs. & US $). The format has been shown below :

A form is provided to add or update anyone, business, products etc. in this directory.

Special Features
 This website is linked with related websites like
http://www.bollywoodhunts.com, query@bollywoodhunts.com etc.
 Directory can be browsed by names or cities in some cases.
Arrangement Pattern

All the categories are arranged alphabetically as shown below :

The entries under each main category also show alphabetical arrangement. As for
example, entries under ‘Director’ gives a result as follows :

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This directory has been designed to be one-stop destination for anything visitor can
think of that is about or related to Bollywood and glamour industry. It acts as a
platform to launch any talent as an actor, model, singer, dancer, film director,
musician, writer, casting director, fashion designer etc. It can be considered as a
powerful media to promote business, acting workshops, grooming classes,
profession, shooting materials, equipments, bungalows, resorts, acting institute,
studios, film, production house, indoor or outdoor location, film production facilities,
post production facilities etc. through free or highly competitive cost.
 Directory Bollywood ( directorybollywood.info/ )
 Directory - Bollywood Helpline ( bollywoodhelpline.com/directory )
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